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work well for one application but its performance can
be unsatisfactory for another application.

Abstract
Binarkation of document images is must& used as
a preprocessing step in docutnent image anuly,is.
Proper binarization is very imporfant so us to save all
or inmimum subcomponents such us text, background
andpicizire. The wovk of Niblack [ Z j is sign$canf and
has most ucceptable results out qf’many techniyzres of’
thrc.shoiding f6], /7J. h i tiiis payer, we have presenled
a mndl/ied version of Niblack’s Method of’
thresholding (image binarizafion) that rakes care of
the limitations of N i b l ~ i c k ’ sfechnique. Our dgorithm
works very well and is independent of many
challenging firctnrs involved in fhresholding of’
doczimenr images like ombienl illumination, contrust
stretch, shading e#2cis. A FI optimal size o/’wino’owfor
local biriarizatiori scherne is also proposed hosed apou
experiments und their veszrlfs. The restills show that the
mediod adapts arid pefl0i-m well in each case.
,

1, Jntroduction
Image binarization or thrcsholding is an important tool
in image processing and computer vision, to extract the
object pixels in an image from the background pixels.
Image binarization is central to many applications
including document image analysis (printed characters,
logos, graphical content, and musical scores are
important as objects), map processing (fines, lzgends
and characters necd to be cxtracted), scene processing,

quality

inspection

of

materials,

cell

images,

segmentation of various image modalities for nondestructive testing (NDT) applications (ultrasonic
images, eddy c u m n t images, thermal images, X-ray
computed tomography, laser scanning confocal
microscopy, extraction of edge field and spatioteinporal segmentation of video images). A number of
methods have already been proposed for image
binarization but unfortunately, most of them are very
much specific for a few applications. Thus, it can be
said that a binarization (thresholding) inethod may
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Bi-level image is used as a pre-processing unit in
several applications. The use of binary images
decreases computational load for the overall
application. These applications include document
analysis, optical character recognition system, scene
matching, quality inspection of materials etc. The
binarization process computes the threshold value that
differentiate object and background pixels. Under
varying illumination and noise, the binarization can
become a challenging job. A number of factors
contribute to complicate the thresholding scheme
inchding ambient illumination, variance of gray levels
within the object and the background, inadequate
contrast, object shape and size non-commensurate with
the scene. A wrong selection of threshold value may
misinterpret thc background pixel and can classify it as
object and vice versa, resulting in overall degradation
of system performance. The determination of a
threshold itself i s application dependent since one
threshold may work with one application and may not
work with other one. In document analysis,
binarization is sensitive to noisc, surrounding
illumination, gray Ievel distribution, local shading
effects? inadequate contrast, the presence o f dense nontext components such as photographs, etc. while at the
same time, the merges,’ fractures and other
deformations in the character shapes affects the
threshold value io OCR system. On the other hand, the
simplification is needed that benefits the overall
system processing characteristics (computational load,
algorithm complexity, real-time requirements etc). So
all these challenges and problems makes binarization a
difficult task.
There are a number of important performance

requirements that need to be considered while
binarizing gray Ievel images. These include:
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Loss of features after binarizing input image
should be zero or minimum.
The features (objects) with similar relative gray
levels should have same binary values in the
proccssed output image
Thc ct'fect of noise ot minor gray tevei
variations should be eliminated.

With reference to the proposed algorithm, following
sections describe all the rehtsd concepts briefly along
with the rclatcd work done in the past. The algorithmic
flow and system description wiii also be presented.
Section 2 illustratcs brief history o f image binarization
techniques prescnted in the past. It also explains the
Niblack algorithm upon which our algorithm is based.
Section 3 provides an overview about different
supporting concepts relating to image thresholding,
thcir advantages and disadvantages. Section 4 covers
the overall system description, explaining the proposed
algorithm in association with algorithmic block
diagram. Section 5 provides results of our binarization
techniquc and comparisons with previous methods.
Finally, we conclude our paper on the conclusion
presented in Section 6.

2. Previous Binarization Techniques
Several techniques for determination of threshold
have been proposed in the literature. Most common
tlircsholding technjqties tisc statistical approach either
on complete image i.e. determining a single threshold
for complete image, called global threshold or on a
small region window i.e. determining threshold for
each window called local threshold.
Global method is the most conventional approach.
The renowned Otsu's [ I ] method suggests minimizing
the weighted sum of variances of the objects and
background pixels to establish an optitnuin threshold.
But it is clear that a fixed value of threshold value
cannot give safsfactory rcsults In case of badly
illuminated images. Also in document image analysis,
logical and semantic content conservation is needed,
global thresholcl cannot conserve this kind of these

contents.
Local method is an adaptive one III which a
threshold valuc i s determined over a sinall region.
Local method perfontis better in case of badly
illuminated images and document image analysis as
thresllold computation is dependant on rcgion
characteristics.
The well-known NiBlack's [2] method uses mean
arid standard deviation to cortiptite threshold over a
small region (n x n window). Bemsen [31 uses mean

and standard deviation along with contrast information
to compute a threshold for a certain region. SauvoIa [4]
presents modified NiBlack Method, which uses
adaptive contribution of standard deviation in
determining local threshold. Parker [SI uses a sliglitly
diffcrent approach to solve bad illuinination problem
and computcs local threshold vaiuc by classifytrig
object and background pixels and then using region
growing to produce a hiiiarized image.

2.1. Ni-Black Method
Ni-Black is a local thresholding algorithm that
adapts the threshold according to the local mean and
the local standard dcviation over a specific window
size around each pixel location. The local threshold at
any pixel (i, j ) is calculated as:

( i , j ) are the local sample
Where m(i,j> aiid
mean and variance, respectively. The size of the local
region (window) is dependent upon the application.
The valuc of the weight 'k' is used to control and adjust
the effect of standard deviation due to objects features.
Ni-Black algorithm suggests the value of 'k'to bc -0.2.
The dociunent images binarized using the Ni-Black
algorithm providcs thc most satisfactory results, out of
all the other algorithms available at the time of writing.
However, Ni-Black's algorithm suffers from the basic
problem o f local thresholding, i.e. providing
unnecessary details in the binarized images that may
not be required in the processing. Niblack fails to adapt
large variation in illumination, espccially in the
document images. The local region analysis using
Niblack does not providc any kind o f information
about the global attributes of the image that may he
helpful in the binarizatioq process of badly illumiiiated
images. So, the gray level variations in the document
images make it impossible to adapt threshold as will be
shown in the results. Another problem i t Fdces is the
optimum selectioii of the weight k . Ni-Black
algorithm USES fix valuc of tl7is weight. The f i x given
value of 'k' may work for document images but for
gray-level images with a lot of variations of' gray
values, the value of the weight should not be fixed but
to change froin images to images depending upon thcir
gray-level distributions, 'and therefore, the value of 'k'
should be calculated at rim-time.
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3. Binarization Process

4. Algorithm Description

This section describes the details of a binarization
scheme and thc main componcnts involved in
thresholding the gray level images. The main
components of binarization include statistical analysis
of images, determination of a threshold value based
upon the statistical results and applying the threshold
value to gray-lcvel images. Statistical analysis of graylevel iinagcs inay include determination of mean,
variance. standard deviation, contrast stretch,
histogram etc. or it can bc a combination of any o f
thcse. Dcterniination of a threshold value is very much
iniportant and perhaps thc most sensitive part of any
image binarization scheme because a wrong value o f
threshold may result in loosiilg some image
inforination (an object can be considered as part of
background and vicc versa). Moreover, the value of
threshold should be sensitive with the overall contrast
stretch of the corresponding image. The threshold
value is applied to the image to reprcseiit it i n I-bit
after the proper determination of a threshold limit.

This section describes the proposed algorithm 111
detail along with its advaiitages and improvements
especially over Niblack's algorithm. It aIso illustrates
the biiiarization algorithm block diagram

The simplest'mcthod to convert a gray scale image
into a binary imagc is to compute mean of the image
and set the valuc of mean as the threshold for
binarization. But this approach
has inany
shortcomings, as it inay not take care about the
features and objects in the image properly. This is due
to the fact that the mean of an image may be disturbed
drastically by the addition of noisc pixelts) or very few
numbers of pixels having the intensity close to any of
thc boundaries of gray scale.
A solution to this limitation is to add the iinpact of

standard deviation to some extent in selecting the
threshold value / 2 ] . But the influence of the value of'
standard deviation should neither be too small (as it
does not make too much change to the value of mean
and thc problem will remain the same) nor too large
(as the change of standard deviation will have too
much affect oii lhc thrcshold value and binarization
will ultimately bc affected) This paper basically
focuses this aspect of thresholding - finding a n optimal
run-time value of the factor that controls the standard
deviation.
Contrast stretch and histogram can also be helpful
to find out threshold for binarization, as the variation
in the gray levels of the image constitules the object
boundaries and histogram of the image elaborates the
number of pixels of a certain gray level iii the image.

4.1. Proposed Binarization Scheme
Our algorithm is based on the Niblack's image
thresholding method for image binarization. It offers
great improvement over origInal Niblack's method. It
does not entirely depend upon image's local statistical
characteristics but also considers the global statistics.
Our algorithm calculates "k" at runtime for each pixel
and thresholding is done using Niblack method. In
contrast, Niblack fixes this w-eight value to -0.2. Local
mean (mean cakulated over a small window) is the
average illumination value in the small region, while
global mean is overall illumination of the image. So,
the normalized difference m d ( i , j ) of global ,and
local mean provides information about the illumination
diffcrence for each pixel window with respect to globa1
illumination.

Where Y M (i,
~ , j ) is the global mean of the cntire
image and m, (i, j ) is the local mean computed on
each window respectively. Obviously, equation 2
provides a reasonable good 'k' factor for thresholding
document images. But it fails to adapt changes in
images with different contrast stretch i.e. same image
with different contrast stretch values will resuIt in
different threshold values if equation 2 is used. The
use of standard deviation with the above equation can
solve this problem.
We have made use of the interrelation of global and
local characteristics and set the threshold based on the
relative change of local and global mean and standard
deviation values. The impact of value of standard
deviation remains almost the same on different kinds
of imagcs having different local iltumiiiation and
contrast stretch histogram. The formula to compute the
value of the wcight 'k' is given as:
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k

Where

(i, , j ) is the global standard deviation of

the entire image and

,(i, i)

Is

the local standard

deviation computed on each window respcctivety. The
foiinula for 'k' i s tnultiplied with -0.3 so as to kcep the
value of 'k' in the range of 0.3 and -0.3. This is done to
minirnizc the effect of standard deviation in the NiBlack's foniiula Ibr computing threshold value. The
algorithm process is shown in figurel.

algorithm in order to provide comparison. The badly
illuminated
document
images
taken
for
experimentatioii are scanned at a 300dpi Each
experiment is performed both of Niblack's algorithm
and our algorithm by selecting different size of local
regions around the pixels each time (different window
sizes), Figure 2 shows our input test images. These
images are scaled down after binarization so as to
adjust them to be fit here. The results of Image 1 & 2
using Niblack's algorithm for different window sizes
(3 1x3 l 1 7 5 x 7 5&
Input I m a g e

The main algorithmic flow to compute the threshold
value for binarization is as under:
0

0

0

Find out the value of mean of the image (global
mean - this is computed only once per image).
Determine the standard deviation value of the
image (global standard deviation - computed
only once per image).
Set the size of local region in terms of pixel
area (generally known as window size).
Select a local region of appropriate window
size across every single pixel in the image one
by m e .
For every local region, compute the mean of
that region (local mean) and standard deviation
of the corresponding region (local standard
deviation).
Determine the value of weight 'k' for each local
window using (2). This is done using local
mean and standard deviation and global mean
and standard deviation.
Apply (1) to determine the threshold valuc
using local mean and standard dcviation for
every local region.
Apply thc threshold value to the single pixel
across which the local window is selected.
Increment window by one pixel and go to step
4 to compute threshold for next pixel.
Finished whcn the threshold is computed and
applied to al! the image area. (The result after
this step will be an image having two levels
only - a binary image).

Compute Global

Compute Global
Standard Deviation

1

e+S e t a window size to
seleci a iocal region

I

Select a local regton
araund a single pixel

l-7

,

Compute Local M e a n

1

Compute Local
Standard Deviation

I

A
1
I
Determine weight'k'

using Niblack

single pixel

5. Results
A number of imagcs have bceii binarizcd to

evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm.
We have shown a few of them in this paper. We have
also binarized the samc images using Niblack's

Binarized Image

Figure 1 Binarization Algorithm Block Diagram
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101x101) are shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4
respectively. Figure. 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the results
of binarizing Images 1 & 2 using our proposed
algorithm and the improvement can be seen at the top
left comer of the resulting images. The results o f
ltnagc 2 using both algorithm are shown in Figure 4
(a)-(c) and 6 (a)-(cj. One thing can be observed at the
bottom right comer of resulting images in Figure 4 (a)(c) and 6 (a)-(cj. A white circle is common to a11 of
these iinages. This i s due to the fact that this portion i s
extremely suffered from bad illumination and has
coinplctely lost infortnation evcn in the input image
(linage 2). Our algorithm has rccovered as much area
as can bc possible while not disturbing any
surrounding area. This is again an improvement from
the Niblack's results. By looking at results of different
window sizes, we have observed that by increasing
window sizes, we get the unnecessary black pixels
eliminated from thc image background in a better way
while filling otit characters and vice versa. rn this way,
we havc found window size of 75x75 to be appropriate
for this kind of images as can be observed from the
I-esultingimages as sbown.
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Figure 4 Niblack Algorithm's results for Image 2

(a)

(b)

ic)

Figure 5 Proposed Algorithm's results for lmage 1

Figure 6 Proposed Algorithm's results for Image 2

Figure 2 Document Test [mages (a) Image 1 (h)
Image 2

(a)

(b)

(c>

Figure 3 Niblack Algorithm's results for Image 1

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed an algorithm for
binarization that works very well for document image
analysis. Our technique is aimed at generic document
type with cases of severe degradations. The results
showed that it has improved document image
binarization significantly over well-known Niblack's
algorithm. We have also shown that a local window
size of 75x75 is the right option for the thresholding
scheme. Adaptive m e of image's global and local
statistics has niade our algorithm very strong and
robust. The proposed algorithm has been tested over
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largc database of document images and is found robust
against bad illumination and other degradations
occurrcd in document images Though targeted here
for document image analysis only, it will be a good
candidatc for other kinds of applications as well like
S C e l i C processing and image scgmentation.
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